This paper provides a century-wide quantitative analysis of the Turkish literature using forty novels of forty authors. We divide the century into four eras or quarter centuries; allocate ten novels to each era, and partition each novel into equal sized blocks. Using cross validation based discriminant analysis, with the most frequent words as discriminators; we achieve a classification rate with a relatively high accuracy when the novel blocks are classified according to their eras. We show that, by using statistical stylistic methods, the author gender of Turkish text can be accurately identified. We also study the gender differences regarding the use of most frequent words. Using weighted least squares regression and a sliding window approach we show that as time passes, words, both in terms of tokens (in text) and types 
INTRODUCTION
In quantitative natural language analysis, stylometric studies aim to discover hidden patterns or habits that are unconsciously used by authors (Stamatatos, Fakotatis, & Kokkinakis, 2000; Hoover, 2008) . Such statistical stylistic methods are used in different fields that involve other kinds of human artifacts, such as architecture (Ozkar & Lefford, 2006) , music (Backer & van Kranenburg 2005) , painting (Johnson et al., 2008) , and programming (Ding & Samadzadeh, 2004) . In stylistic text analyses, statistical methods employing measurable text attributes (or style markers); such as "most frequent words," "sentence lengths," and "word lengths"; are used (Forsyth & Holmes, 1996) . The discovered hidden patterns, which conceptually correspond to fingerprints of authors, are used for various tasks such as authorship attribution (Smalheiser & Torvik, 2009 ), distinguishing works from each other according to intended audience (Binongo, 1994) , genre detection (Kanaris & Stamatatos, 2009 ), author gender identification (Koppel, Argamon, & Shimoni, 2002) , finding the chronological order of works (Stamou, 2007) , or identifying an author's literary style development (Juola, 2007) .
In this study we provide a quantitative analysis of the 20 th century Turkish literature using forty novels of forty different authors. We use an experimental approach aimed at quantifying patterns in the 20 th century Turkish literature and language in terms of various aspects of word usage. We investigate if author gender can be identified by their word usage patterns and quantify different aspects of the diachronic language change as time passes. To the best of our knowledge this is the only quantitative language analysis study that covers a full century.
In our analysis we divide the century into four eras or quarter centuries, and include the full texts of ten novels from each era. The reason for dividing the 100 years into four 25 year eras is that it provides a good framework for looking at temporal changes over time. It helps to eliminate variation between authors when we calculate the average of a style marker for each era. In our analysis we use six style markers: "most frequent words," "sentence length in terms of words," "syllable counts in tokens,"
"syllable count in types," "token length," and "type length." We identify the gender of the author of a given text using discriminant analysis. As suggested by Koppel et al. ( 2002) the problems we attack, i.e., era-and gender-based classifications, are more difficult than typical categorization and stylometry problems, since "individual authors are more likely to have consistent habits of style than are large classes of authors." We investigate the change in Turkish in terms of word lengths and the use of the most frequent words and (arguably) claim that language change may affect authors' word choices.
The findings of this work have implications for the historical linguistic analysis of the Turkish language. Its main contributions can be summarized as follows: in this paper we
• Present the first quantitative investigation on Turkish covering a century based on a large corpus containing more than 2.5 million words.
• Perform time-and gender-based text classifications in Turkish and show that they can be successfully achieved by using some commonly used style markers.
• Quantify temporal word length and frequent word usage change in Turkish in the 20 th century.
• Show that word length change may affect authors' common word choices.
RELATED WORK
In stylometry studies, writing styles of authors are analyzed using objective measures. For this purpose about 1,000 style markers have been identified (Rudman, 1998) . The occurrence patterns of the selected style markers are used in various stylometric problems ranging from authorship attribution to gender detection. Similarly, the text categorization methods aim to assign texts into predefined categories such as known authors (Sebastiani, 2002) .
A detailed overview of the stylometry studies in literature within a historical perspective is provided by Holmes (1994) . It gives a critical review of numerous style markers and examines works on the statistical analysis of change of style with time. A critique of many authorship studies is provided by Rudman (1998 
EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

Turkish Language
In this study by Turkish we mean the language mainly used in the republic of Turkey. Turkish belongs to the Altaic branch of the Ural-Altaic family of languages. Some concerns about this classification can be seen in (Lewis, 1988 Avrupalılaştırılamıyabilenlerdenmişsiniz, "You seem to be one of those who may be incapable of being Europeanized" (Lewis 1988 ). However, the usage of such words is uncommon (Altintas et al., 2007; Can et al. 2008 ).
Corpus
In the construction of our corpus we aimed to cover the 20 th century Turkish literature in terms of its novels. We decided to divide the century into four quarters and include ten novels from each era for a total of forty novels. Table 1 provides a listing of the novels, with some statistical information and the first publication year. During corpus construction we aimed to represent both genders proportional to the real number of male and female authors in each era (Aksoy & Cankara, 2002 (Naci, 1999; Necatigil, 1992 Table 2 , the total text sizes of era 1 to era 4, in order, are 542,645; 520,924; 796,303; and 680,125 words, and all together 2,539,997 words. The publication information for the novels used for optical character recognition during digitization is provided in the Appendix. * Researchers who are interested in doing research with the same data set can request a copy of the corpus from the authors of this paper.
In this study an individual text word, token, is defined as a continuous string of word characters. -The "word" characters are the Turkish letters, additional letters from the English alphabet (q, x, w), dash ("-" used in old words), apostrophe sign, and the digits from 0 to 9. The versions of the letters "a," "i," and "u" with a ^ on top of them are included and regarded as different from "a," "i," and "u.") -A type is defined as a distinct word. The term vocabulary (or lexicon) means the set of all types. According to our definition a word begins with a letter and ends with a non-word character, and the case of letters is insignificant. The minimum word length is defined as two (word) characters; however, the only one letter word of Turkish "o" (means he, she, it) was counted as a word. 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Selection of Block Size and Style Markers
For most of our discriminant analyses and ANOVAs (Analysis of Variance) we needed observations based on fixed size text blocks. We decided that 2,500 is an appropriate block size to be used . In this way we were also able to obtain at least ten blocks from each novel. We only use complete blocks and the incomplete residual last blocks of the novels are not used in the experiments.
Thus, for the eras 1 through 4, we respectively obtained 211, 203, 312, and 266 blocks (all together 992 blocks).
As indicated earlier we used six style markers: "most frequent words," "sentence length in terms of words," "syllable counts in tokens," "syllable count in types," "token length," and "type length. Such words are uncommon in Turkish and appear only a few times . Again Oğuz Atay's novel contains words like this, since in this novel some sentences are in the form of single words without the use blank spaces.
Determining Most Frequent Words
bir (a, an, one), bu (this), ve (and), de (too), o (he, she), ne (what), da (too), gibi (like), sonra (later), için (for), kadar (until), daha (more), ben (I), dedi (said), diye (that), her (every), ki (that, which, who), çok (very), ama (but), hiç (never, none, nothing), mi (adverb of interrogation), iki (two), değil (not), fakat (but), bütün (all), onun (hers, his, its), onu (her, him, it), var (there is, there are), şey (thing), zaman (time), beni (me), bana (to me), içinde (in), mı (adverb of interrogation), böyle (so), bile (even), ile (and), gün (day), şimdi (now), nasıl (how), sen (you), ya (then, so), yok (there is no), en (most), bey (gentleman, mr.), benim (my), ona (to her, to him), biraz (a little), başka (other), artık (any more), vardı (there was, there were), kendi (herself, himself), öyle (so), büyük (large), iyi (good), belki (perhaps), yalnız (only), küçük (small), kadın (woman), doğru (right) Figure 2 .A. Words are listed in decreasing order of occurrence frequencies.
ama (but), artık (any more), bana (to me), başka (other), belki (perhaps), ben (I), beni (me), benim (my), bey (gentleman, mr.), bile (even), bir (a, an, one), biraz (a little), bu (this), böyle (so), bütün (all), büyük (large), çok (very), da (too), daha (more), de (too), dedi (said), değil (not), diye (that), doğru (right), en (most), fakat (but), gibi (like), gün (day), her (every), hiç (never, none, nothing), için (for), içinde (in), iki (two), ile (and), iyi (good), kadar (until), kadın (woman), kendi (herself, himself), ki (that, which, who), küçük (small), mı (adverb of interrogation), mi (adverb of interrogation), nasıl (how), ne (what), o (he, she), ona (to her, to him), onu (her, him, it), onun (hers, his, its), öyle (so), sen (you), sonra (later), şey (thing), şimdi (now), var (there is, there are), vardı (there was, there were), ve (and), zaman (time), ya (then, so), yalnız (only), yok (there is no) Figure 2 .B. Words are listed in alphabetical order. -"da" and "de" are essentially the same word (the surface form difference is due to vowel harmony)-. Figure 2 . Most frequent 60 words (each word is followed by its English translation)
For the selection of most frequent words we wanted to give the same significance to each novel independent of its size. For this purpose we found the relative frequency of each word (i.e., the ratio of number of occurrences of a word to the total number of tokens) in each novel, summed these relative frequencies, sorted the words according to this sum, and selected the top 30 (in some experiments top 60)
words. In the experiments we use these words as our most frequent words. These words are listed in Figure 2 in two different ways: first according to decreasing order of occurrence frequencies and then for easy reference in alphabetical order.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we first perform a principal component analysis (PCA) and cluster the novels using most frequent words to graphically illustrate the differences among the works of four eras. PCA is used as a motivational tool for additional analyses as well as a visualization tool. Next, for each style marker, a stepwise discriminant analysis is conducted to determine the best discriminators for classifying novel blocks to their respective eras and in effect reduces the dimensionality of the problem. This is followed by a discriminant analysis using cross validation to determine the success rate of these discriminators. In cross-validation, each block of a given novel is classified based on linear discriminant functions derived from blocks of all the other novels. These linear discrimination functions are derived using the best discriminators obtained from a stepwise discriminant analysis applied to all the blocks of the other novels.
This strict form of cross-validation completely eliminates author bias.
We also consider the author gender identification problem using discriminant analysis and studying the gender differences regarding the use of most frequent words. Then we study the change in the usage of most frequent words independent of gender. Finally, using blocks, we compare the average token and type lengths among the works of each era by conducting an ANOVA.
Clustering of Novels Using Style Markers
The PCA plot, Figure 3 , provides a visualization of the similarities among the novels by using the number of occurrences information of the most frequent 30 words. Using the top 30 was enough since the first The PCA applied to the other style markers did not provide the separation among the eras as the most frequent words. Table 3 . Correct (diagonal, in bold) and incorrect (off-diagonal) classification rates for each style marker using blocks. On the other hand, discriminant analysis using most frequent words gave results with high accuracy in distinguishing the 4 eras. Using 60 most frequent words, a success rate of 57.27% was achieved using cross validation.
Classifying Novels According to Eras with Style Markers
Gender Identification and Frequent Word Usage Change with Gender
In this section we consider two gender related problems. In the analysis of these problems it should be remembered that, unlike some other Asiatic language such as Arabic and Japanese, Turkish is gender neutral, i.e., involves no gender specific constructs.
Gender Identification
Using the 40 complete novel vectors, a series of discriminant analyses were conducted for classifying gender using various style markers. To eliminate author bias, cross-validation was used where each novel was classified based on linear discrimination functions derived from the other novels.
Using the 30 most frequent words provides a correct weighted classification rate of 94.1%. In this case, all female authors (6) are classified correctly, whereas 4 male authors are classified incorrectly. In this calculation, male and female authors are weighted equally when we use "weighted classification." In our case the 100% correct classification rate of female authors is averaged with the 30/34 = 88.23%
classification rate of male authors (the average of these two numbers provide the correct weighted classification rate given above). The average word frequency for each novel was used as the data values where the average was based on word frequencies of each block of a given novel. The best discriminators for the 30 most frequent word cases are the following: "bu," "çok," "da," "ne," "ama," "için," and "kadar."
Another style marker providing highly accurate results in discriminating gender was sentence length.
The weighted classification rate using cross-validation was 94.1% with all female authors classified CHANGE OF WORD CHARACTERISTICS IN TURKISH P. 14 correctly and only 4 male authors classified incorrectly. Sentences of 8, 9, or 10 words were the best discriminators, with females writing a higher percentage of these. A sentence of 39 words was also a good discriminator, with male authors writing a higher percentage.
Other style markers providing good results were token lengths providing a weighted classification rate of 83.8% and type lengths providing a rate of 77.5%.
The discriminant analysis using the other style markers, syllable counts in tokens and syllable counts in types, were less impressive providing classification rates of 52% and 57% respectively.
Frequent Word Usage Change with Gender
Using blocks as the unit of measurement, a MANOVA was conducted to determine which of the most frequent words had a significant change in usage during the four eras for each gender. The frequency of the best word discriminators for gender was used as the response variables, and the era number was used as the classification variable. Separate analyses were done for each gender. Multiple comparisons of the frequencies of these words between eras were done using a Scheffe correction since six such comparisons were required to find usage change. Table 4 lists the most frequent words whose usage has significantly changed between eras for both male and female authors.
For male authors the usage of "çok," "da," and "ama" has increased from Era 1 to Era 4, whereas the usage of the word "bu," "için," and "kadar" have decreased. For female authors the words "da," and "ama" have increased usage over the four eras whereas "bu," "çok," "için," and " kadar" have decreased. The use of words may also show change with time in terms of their usage frequency. For example, Woods (2003) shows that the most frequent word in modern Spanish was considerably less frequent during the 16 th and 17 th centuries. Table 5 lists words whose frequency of usage is significantly different between eras independent of gender. The words showing increasing usage in between Era 1 and Era 4 are "de," "ama," and "da;" the words showing decreasing usage are "bir," "bu," "bütün," "fakat," "kadar,"
and "onun." We do get strong relationships with frequency usage of "ama" and "fakat" versus both year and era using blocks as the unit of measurement. The usage of "ama" increases and "fakat" decreases over time.
For example, in terms of blocks the correlation is -.1022; it is significant at p=.0013. These words mean "but" in English. We claim that less frequent use of "fakat" and more frequent use of "ama" or the replacement of the former with the latter is due to increasing word lengths with time (see the next section for the discussion of the temporal word length increase in Turkish). Since Turkish words have become longer with time, to add a variety to their style as time passes, authors are inclined to prefer "ama" (a shorter word) over "fakat" (a longer word) with the same meaning. Note that both of these words are loan words that are borrowed from Arabic (TDK, 1974) . Therefore, this preference shift cannot be attributed to the Turkish language (purification) reform, which aimed to replace words of foreign origin with their Turkish equivalents (Lewis, 1999) . Further research is needed on this; however, the strong statistical relationship we observe is an important pointer on the validity of this claim. We also use a sliding window approach that exploits smaller scale temporal groupings (Kjell, Woods, & Frieder, 1994) . Its purpose is to capture token and type length variations with a finer level of granularity (Abbasi & Chen, 2008) . In this approach five consecutive novels were used for each data point. The first data point was based on the first five novels. The second point was based on novels 2 thru 6 and so on; novels 36 thru 40 formed the last data point. This gave us a total of 36 observations. Similar results were obtained for both types and tokens using the "sliding window" approach to the regression.
The token length was the weighted average of the respective average token lengths of the five novels where the weights were based on the respective number of tokens of the five novels. Likewise, the type length was a weighted average using the number of types of each novel as the basis for the weights. The year coordinate was the average of the publication years of the five novels. The regression equations for token and type lengths were almost identical to those above. However, the results were much more significant since much of the variation between novels were smooth out due to the averaging.
Even more powerful results were obtained using blocks as cases instead of the complete novel vectors. ANOVAs were conducted using a nested design where the classification variable, novel number
(1-40), was nested in the classification variable era. Token length and type length were the response variables. The token length ANOVA had an R 2 =.767, an F statistic F (39,954) = 80.32 (p<.0001), and the average token lengths for each era is shown in Table 6 . With the exception of eras 2 and 3, each pair wise comparison was significant at an α= .05. Both the average token and type length in the 3 rd era were smaller than the respective lengths in eras 2 and 4 due to the inclusion of three village novels (21, 22 , and 26) in era 3. The fictional characters of these novels are mostly rural people and the novels contain dialogs among them.
One can argue that for measuring word length change we can use sample texts from each of the quarter century, compute the mean word length, test for normality, and then carry out a significance test on the results. To perform such an analysis, we should use the entire set of 40 novels to determine how type or token length vary over time. By choosing one novel at random from each era, and using blocks as a unit of measurement, one would be able to analyze how token lengths vary but not type lengths (since in that case the entire novel would need to be used as a measurement unit). Using all 40 novels would provide a richer set of data. By choosing 10 novels from each era or using the sliding time window approach we also get a balanced design.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We provide a quantitative analysis of the 20 th century Turkish literature using a stylometric approach.
The PCA results using most frequent words provide visual separation between the works of different eras.
These results motivate further analysis. We use discriminant analysis based on cross validation using six style markers. Among these style markers, "most frequent words" provide the best discrimination among the four eras. Sentence lengths, as well as most frequent words, provide decidedly accurate (more than 90%) separation of authors according to their gender. As also indicated by Koppel et al. (2002) this is a surprising result, since large classes of authors are likely to exhibit inconsistent habits of style.
Our findings show that in Turkish as time passes, words, both in terms of tokens and types, have become longer. These are in agreement with the findings of our previous studies which are based on parallel old and new translations of seven works (Altintas et al., 2008) and old and new works of two Turkish authors . The results presented in this work are much widespread and decisive, since they are based on a much larger corpus that includes the works of, not two, but several different authors. They also cover a century-wide time span and involves no translations. In measuring the word length change, we not only use the four eras but also a sliding window approach. This approach captures token and type length variations with a finer level of granularity since five consecutive novels are used to generate each data point. In the sliding window approach, the results are much more significant since much of the variations between novels are smoothed out due to the averaging.
The increase in word lengths with time can be attributed to the government-initiated language "reform" of the 20 th century (Lewis 1999 ). This reform aimed at replacing foreign words used in Turkish,
especially Arabic-and Persian-based words (since they were in majority when the reform was initiated in early 1930s), with newly coined pure Turkish neologisms created by adding suffixes to Turkish word stems (Lewis, 1999) .
Based on our observations of the change of a specific word use (more specifically in newer works the preference of "ama" over "fakat" where both mean "but" in English and their inverse usage correlation is statistically significant), we speculate that the word length increase can influence the common word choice preferences of authors. It should be noted that these words ("ama" and "fakat") are borrowed from Arabic and, therefore, the preference change cannot be attributed to the Turkish language reform.
Our observations on Turkish language change are valuable for researchers working on historical linguistic or sociolinguistic analysis of the Turkish language. The principal component analysis based clustering results similar to ours can be used for identifying previously unknown similarities and differences of the eras and authors' styles. They can also serve as external evidence in literary criticism.
Our gender related findings can be useful in gender-specific studies in Turkish literature. In future studies, machine learning techniques or syntax-and character-based measures can be used. Furthermore, temporal groupings of novels can be done using taxonomies from literary studies or important time marks. The effects of word length change on authors' common word choices and further quantitative analysis of temporal word choice preference shifts are other interesting future research possibilities.
